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Outline
• Effective operator formalism.

• Operator set chosen.

• Processes of single top production at LHC via 
FCNC’s. 

• Cross section expressions.

• Consequences for other processes of top 
production at LHC.

• Implementation at TopRex.



• New physics “generated” in extensions of the standard model
would manifest itself at lower energy scales in the form of 
effective operators of dimension superior to 4.

• Complete list of dimension 5 and 6 effective operators: 
Buchmüller e Wyler, Nucl. Phys. B268 (1986) 621.

• Dimension 5 operators violate baryon/lepton number. 

Dimension 6 operators: a great many of them….

We are interested in processes of top quark production via 
flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC’s) at the LHC. 



EFFECTIVE OPERATOR FORMALISM

All terms are invariant under the SM gauge group; Λ is
the energy scale of new physics. 

To select among the many dimension 6 terms, we employed
some physical selection criteria:

• The operators must contribute to FCNC’s involving the top quark 
and the strong interaction, with impact on single top production.

•They must not have sizeable contributions to physics below the
TeV scale, so as to not ruin the successful predictions of the SM.

•Try to expand on the many works already done in this area.



Some references of previous work in this field:



DIMENSION SIX TOP-GLUON OPERATORS

The dimension six operators that survive our criteria are only
two,

and after spontaneous symmetry breaking, we are left with
a lagrangean for new physics given by

CHROMOMAGNETIC MOMENTUM OPERATORS



This lagrangean generates new vertices, namely
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Four-fermion operators

These operators are not independent; using the full gauge invariance of
the theory, we may apply the fermion equations of motion and obtain the
following relations:

four-fermion contact terms

These relations tell us that, as long as we include the four-fermion
operators, we have TWO relations between the operators and can

therefore set TWO coupling constant to ZERO.

We will consider THREE different types of four-fermion terms:



Type 1 :

Type 2 :

Type 3 :



We also considered identical terms for the second generation
(with couplings αct, βtc, etc. )  

These new vertices allow extra contributions for rare top decay
channels, such as and . The corresponding
top width is given by

c gt → u gt  →

(a similar expression for the width of the c-quark decay)



Direct top production
The new vertices allow for the 
production of a single top quark at
the partonic level. The resulting
cross section is very easy to 
obtain:

IT IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE PARTIAL WIDTHS OF THE 
RARE DECAYS OF THE TOP QUARK.

After integration on the CTEQ6M parton density functions, we obtain

pb



Gluon-gluon fusion
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The calculation is hellish, but the final result is remarkably simple:



with

After PDF integration, we obtain

pb

Again, the cross section is proportional to the branching ratios 
for the rare top decays.



Gluon-quark fusion
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We obtain, with a cut in PT of the final particles of 15 GeV,

pb



DIRECT:

GLUON-GLUON

GLUON-QUARK

•In the SM, the branching ratio of t      c g is expected to be of the order of 10-12, but in 
other models (2HDM, SUSY), that value may increase by as much as 8 orders of 
magnitude!

• Single top production therefore seems a very good channel to search for new
physics, because it is very sensitive to it. Even a small excess of single top 
production over the SM expected value might be interesting. 

pb

pb

pb



Four fermion channels
There are EIGHT possible channels of single top production, 

and interference terms between the gluonic operators and the
four fermion channels. The resulting expressions are 
extremely complicated. The nice proportionality to the

branching ratios is destroyed.
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The result of the pdf integration for the u and c-quark four-fermion
channels is given by:



We can now use the equations of motion to simplify the results; we
choose to set βut and γc1 to zero. Summing all contributions for single top 

production, we obtain:

For anti top production, the results are:



There is also interference between the electroweak (SM) single top 
production processes and our gluonic terms, but the resulting cross

sections are extremely small.

Interference
cross section:

Interference (solid line) versus
total cross section, in terms of 

Λ/|βct|1/2



These same gluonic efective operators have
consequences in other channels of top quark production.

For instance, the interference terms between the effective operators and the SM 
for the production of top-antitop pairs if of the same order, Λ-4 , as the previous
processes.

The resulting cross sections, though, are very small. After integration on the pdfs,



Likewise, there are contributions from these operators to the associated
production of a top quark alongside a gauge or higgs boson – those channels
might be of great interest due to the distinct final signature – through the 
following Feynman diagrams: 

There identical diagrams for top + higgs production. For top + W, we have



t + γ cross section

t + Z0 cross section

t + W cross section

t + h cross section



• Of the resulting cross sections, the one for the process t + γ is, 
once again, proportional to the width of the rare flavour changing
decays of the top. The cross section for t + Z0 and t + h production
is approximately proportional to the same quantity. Notice also
that the cross section for t + W depends on a single coupling.

• This proportionality, already observed in the gluonic processes, is 
hitherto unexplained. We believe it is related to gauge invariance (it
only occurs when two massless spin-1 particles are involved in the 
process) but it also might have something to do with chiral
symmetry – in all results presented so far, the only quark to have
mass different from zero is the top. The proportionality to the width
vanishes if the other quark masses are allowed to be different from
zero.

• What values are predicted for these cross sections? We varied
the parameters {α , β} randomly and obtained the values for the 
cross sections (t + jet, t + γ , t + Z0, t + W, t + h and top-antitop
pair production) in terms of the branching ratios BR(t → u g) and
BR(t → c g). The top-antitop values are not shown, as they are too
small – less than one picobarn, at best.



top + jet and top + W 
production cross sections via a 
u quark versus BR(t → u g) .

top + jet and top + W 
production cross sections via a 
c quark versus BR(t → c g) .

Unless extremely high values for 
BR(t → u g) and BR(t → c g) occur

(currently not possible even in exotic
SM extensions), the only process for 

which one might observe flavour-
changing top contributions is top + jet.



top + γ and top + Z production
cross sections via a u quark 
versus BR(t → u g) .

top + higgs production cross
section via a u quark versus 
BR(t → u g), for two values of 
the higgs mass.

Notice the very low values predicted
for the cross sections. Again, t + jet
seems the only channel where these

operators might have a sizeable
contribution.



TopRex Implementation

• In collaboration with Sergey Slabospitsky, several of the processes 
described here have been included in TopRex, version 4.20. 

• These include the couplings {α , β}, and the processes 

Process 31:

Process 33:

Process 33:

 )(       cutqq →
 )(      cutg g →

      )( gtcg u →

• Thus, with this new version of TopRex, it will be possible to perform a 
realistic analysis of the possibility of observing these rare flavour-
changing decays at the LHC, including detector effects. 



Preliminary results (J. Carvalho, N. Castro, F. Veloso, A. Onofre, S. 
Slabospitsky) of an analysis of the angular distributions of the process

t → bW → b l ν , including only the β coefficients:

• The samples generated included all processes, with α = 0;

• One sample corresponds to a pure V-A theory (βtc = 0 , βct = 1 ).

• Another to a pure V+A model, βtc = 1 , βct = 0.

• The third sample to no polarization, βtc = βct = 1.

•Size of samples: 100000 events.

•As we may see in the following plots, the angular distributions in several
frames of reference (W and top rest frames) are very distinct in each of the 
samples.



W-rest frame, angle 
between lepton and top

top-rest frame, angle 
between lepton and top 
direction of flight 



Conclusions
• We used a very general dimension six operator set to compute anomalous

contributions for top production cross sections at the LHC.

• The fact that we worked in a fully gauge-invariant manner allowed us to 
simplify the results by eliminating two of the new couplings. 

• The cross sections for the purely gluonic channels are proportional to the 
branching ratios of the rare FCNC decays of the top. These are allowed
even in the SM, but are expected to be much more favoured in more general 
models. 

• The four-fermion contributions spoil the nice proportionality to the branching
ratio – but also liberate us from its bounds. Even if the top rare decays are 
according to the SM, the terms in γ2 and γ3 might give sizeable
contributions to the cross sections. 



• Expressions for associated top production (with a gauge or higgs boson) 
were also obtained, as well as for processes of top-antitop production via 
flavour changing processes.

• The numerical values found for all of these cross sections reinforce that the 
channel of single top + jet production is the likeliest to find new physics – as 
all the others have very small cross sections at the LHC, for reasonable
values of the top rare decay branching ratios. 

• Full detector simulations are needed to study the possibility of observing
these processes in a realistic manner, which is why these calculations are 
being fed into TopRex. 

• Future work will include the four-fermion terms in TopRex and other
processes of top production as well. Also, we wish to include processes with
polarized top quarks.


